From derailment to a span of attention to life:
The life maintained its path with master stroke on it’s achievement where the human being
falls apart to his or her own faults like back foot in any challenges which was not seen in
case of Maga Muduli. Despite derailment he survived the challenges and woke up with
success to drive his train under the support of the staffs of SNDAYP.
A 9 year old journey makes Maga Muduli with a vertical change in his life. He is also known
to his community as a kind and cooperating youth for which the community support was
there for that guy. The speech therapy and ISL continued after 9 years of follow up to
support in friendly interactions. At last the finding out was the real mechanism from ISL
and speech therapy as he was ably concluded to read newspapers, write letters, fill up
forms and other interactions valued to community.
Family echo:
In puri sadar block most of the people or families (middle class back ground) are
depending on cultivation and for changing their daily lives, they work as daily labourer
who have not own any agricultural land. Maga’s Father
named Mr. Arakhita Muduli is also belonging to a middle
class society and also one of the people who do not have any
land property. He is a farmer and with his single income a
joint family with 11 members is survived. There have no
sanitation measure and drinking water facility in their
home. They are lived in both 2 thatched and one concrete
house. Mr. Muduli never imagined that his son (Maga)
would be born with deafness. Because Maga an eldest son
among his 5 children.

Family containing reason behind maga’s disability:
According to his mother, in pre-natal period she faced labor pain. Despite lack of care and
support of family members and negligence of hospital workers she gave birth in a normal
delivery process. When Maga was of 2 years old his parents felt that he has some problem
in speech and hearing. The parents broke down with the problems of their son and thought
their son won’t achieve anything in his life.
Maga as person’s qualifying:
Maga Muduli is 22 years old boy (by reporting period) and has been living in Achyut pur
Village, in Puri sadar block in Puri District with his family member. He is a very kind youth

in nature and understanding to his family members, neighbor and friends. He always keeps
a simple smile on his face for all moment and loved to wear new dress, travelling with
friend and relatives and to help father in his work. But when he was getting angry he
doesn’t take food.
SNDAYP’s choose intervention:
Before 9 years when SNDAYP visited field in project orientation for disabled survey they
identified Maga with his problems. The organization mostly works for person with
disability, in 26th gramapanchayat in Sadar block of Puri district and gives support these
people to get government facilities under disabled schemes. In that year CBRW found
Maga’s case. After that the organization staff (CBRW & project coordinator) went to visit his
home and gave proper counseling to his parents not to loss up the courage and be patience.
After some visits and follow-ups Mr. Muduli enrolled his son’s name under the project
supported programmes by Deaf Child World wide (DCW, UK).
The youth remain problem ecstatic:
Most of the times he was remained silent and couldn’t understand any activities were told
to him before involvement in SNDAYP. So he wasn’t conversant with his family members
and friends. He studied at Madhusudan High School, but his level of education was very
poor for his deafness. He was also getting pension which monthly amount was Rs.200/and his parent is member of DPO who attended all meetings of Deaf Parents Association
(DPA) in cluster/ block level.
Maga’s improvement:
After involvement and attending training programs, he was getting able to read books, talk
with friends using Sing Language, write his father and mothers name, address, fill up bank
forms and count money easily without taking help of others. His family was thanking to God
and SNDAYP for changing their behavior and education capacity.
Now he is interest to help his family, so some times
he helped his father in cultivation, made statues of
god and other time when was free he go for labor
work.
His parents were happy seeing the
dedication of their son in different works and felt
proud of him.
Conclusion:
He thrashed behind his illness and prevalently
advances to support and help family with their

occupation. He made surprise of everything to their family members and contained within
him about a try to reduce the impact of disability and remotely understanding the follow
ups from CBRW for the physical conditions. He supported family and self at last with
developing his occupational challenges throughout his disability. Gradually he was getting
normal with his problem and improving his own efficiency.

